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Summary
1. The Bayesian inference of demographic parameters under an Isolation–Migration (IM) model of population
evolution oﬀers a major improvement over previously available approaches. This method is implemented in a
popular program, IMa, widely used in population genetic studies.
2. While the robustness of the method to deviations of the IM model has previously been evaluated, we assess
the performance of the program with two populations when the model used to generate the analysed data meets
the assumptions of the IM model completely; the goal is to identify the conditions under which the method works
best. Overall, we test eighteen sets of conditions and analyse  500 simulated data sets, for a total of over
200,000 hours of analyses using a large computer cluster.
3. Although we ﬁnd clear diﬀerences in quality estimates among models, the best ranges of demographic
parameter values to infer accurate estimates diﬀer among parameters. Divergence time is best estimated in
the absence of gene ﬂow and when population sizes are large compared to divergence time. In contrast, the
classic population parameter ϑ (= 4Nl) is best estimated, for the two current populations, when divergence
time is large compared to population size, with or without migration. The parameter is always poorly estimated in the case of the ancestral population. While it is possible to distinguish between scenarios with or
without gene ﬂow, estimating the extent of gene ﬂow, when diﬀerent from 0, is associated with relatively high
error rates. In general, increasing the number of loci or the sample size reduces the variance and credible
interval of the estimates, and only for the migration rate, it slightly improves the accuracy of the estimate as
well. Increasing the prior distribution range of a parameter can dramatically increase that of its posterior distribution. Surprisingly, diﬀerences are highlighted among the estimates inferred from sequences generated by
diﬀerent simulation programs, especially for the simulation program SIMDIV.
4. Overall, the performances of the method shown here probably reﬂect the limitation of the method in general
and/or of the historical information contained in DNA sequence data.

Key-words: Bayesian inference, coalescence simulations, divergence time, eﬀective population size,
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Introduction
Early population genetic studies have often characterized differentiation among populations, using molecular markers, as
an indirect mean to estimate gene ﬂow (e.g. Slatkin 1985, 1987;
Neigel 1997). For most natural systems, however, this
approach is ﬂawed because a given level of population diﬀerentiation may correspond to diﬀerent levels of gene ﬂow, depending on the history shared by these populations. For example, a
low diﬀerentiation between two populations may reﬂect
*Correspondence author. E-mail: maudquinzin@gmail.com
†Present address: OD Taxonomy and Phylogeny, RBINS – Royal
Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences, 1000 Brussels, Belgium

high gene ﬂow among them, but also a recent common history
without current migration. Only if populations have reached a
state of migration–drift equilibrium (i.e. when the level of population diﬀerentiation reﬂects the extent of these two antagonistic forces), which is probably seldom the case in natural
systems, can a direct relationship between population diﬀerentiation and gene ﬂow be established (Slatkin 1985; Bohonak
1999; Whitlock & McCauley 1999).
The development, by Nielsen & Wakeley (2001) and Hey
& Nielsen (2004), of a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) approach (in a likelihood or Bayesian framework)
for the inference of standard demographic parameters (population size, migration rates, divergence times) under a more
realistic ‘Isolation–Migration’ (IM) model of population
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evolution oﬀered a major improvement to the estimation of
gene ﬂow and other demographic parameters in population
studies. Its most attractive feature lies in its possibility to
estimate demographic parameters in non-equilibrium situations (i.e. when eﬀects of genetic drift on population diﬀerentiation are either stronger or weaker than those of
migration). Implemented in two popular programs, IM and
IMa(2) (Hey & Nielsen 2004, 2007), this approach has been
widely adopted for evolutionary inference, as evidenced by
its use in numerous studies during the last decade (e.g.
Kotlık et al. 2006; Nunes et al. 2010; Prada & Hellberg
2013). Their intended primary use was to estimate divergence time and migration rates simultaneously, in the hope
of being able to distinguish between scenarios of population
divergence with and without gene ﬂow (Nielsen & Wakeley
2001).
It is in general highly desirable to evaluate the performances of any new method of historical inference before
applying it to real data; however, this task is inherently
challenging, because we have no access to natural biological
systems for which the historical parameters are known a
priori (with a suﬃciently high level of certainty), especially
when studying evolutionary events spanning thousands of
years or more. As an alternative for such purpose, the computer simulation of molecular markers (e.g. DNA
sequences) according to pre-deﬁned models of population
evolution, including the speciﬁc values of each parameters,
oﬀers yet a powerful tool; it has been widely used in the
past to identify conditions under which a method exhibits
suﬃcient statistical power and/or is subject to various types
of bias (e.g. Abdo, Crandall & Joyce 2004; Faubet, Waples
& Gaggiotti 2007).
Although the performances of the IM and IMa computer
programs have already been evaluated using computer simulations (Becquet & Przeworski 2009; Strasburg & Rieseberg
2010, 2011), such evaluation studies have focused primarily
on situations that deviate from the IM model, for the purpose
of testing the robustness of that method of inference. Here,
we attempt to complement the evaluation by exploring cases
in which the data have been generated within the boundaries
of the IM model. While limiting our investigation to two population models (more than two populations can now be modelled; Hey 2010) like these previous studies did, we explored a
wider range of parameter values within the boundaries of the
IM model. More speciﬁcally, our goals were (i) to identify the
conditions under which the IMa2 software works best, and
(ii) to evaluate how accurate the estimations provided by this
method are, when all the assumptions of the IM model are
met. Since, by deﬁnition, real world data never entirely conform to the assumptions of a model, the quality of the estimates derived in this work can be considered as an upper
limit to the quality that can be expected with empirical DNA
sequence data. In this sense, this study explores the theoretical
expectations of the IM model for inferring demographic
parameters. It was achieved thanks to the extensive use of a
large computer cluster, totalling more than 200 000 h of
analyses with IMa2.

Methods
SIMULATIONS

All simulations of DNA sequence data were restricted to the basic
IM model of two populations, deﬁned by six parameters, each scaled
by the mutation rate l: population divergence time (t = T 9 l),
migration rates between daughter populations (m = m/l), and ϑ
(4Nl, with 2N = population size) for each of the daughter populations and the ancestral population. By varying ϑ and the time of
divergence t, we generated four diﬀerent demographic models, each
with or without gene ﬂow (i.e. 8 diﬀerent versions of the IM model),
spanning the spectrum of realistic conditions within the IM model
framework (Fig. 1). The choice of parameter values was guided by
those found in Becquet & Przeworski (2009) and Strasburg & Rieseberg (2010, 2011), and close to those found in many real data sets.
We generated data sets to be analysed with IMa2 by simulating evolution of DNA sequences along the eight versions of the model. In an
initial step, we used and compared three commonly used coalescence
simulation programs: make sample (MS; Hudson 2002) in conjunction with Seq-Gen (Rambaut & Grassly 1997) simply referred as MS
in this study, Simcoal 2 (Laval & Excoﬃer 2004) and SIMDIV (Hey
2010; Wang & Hey 2010). This comparison was intended to verify
the absence of bias in the simulation programs. For this purpose,
samples of 10 and 40 sequences per population, for ﬁve independent
loci, each with an identical mutation rate, were simulated under
Model 1.
Because it would have been impractical to perform all subsequent tests using sequences generated by the three simulation programs, we chose to limit all other analyses to a single simulation
program. SIMDIV was chosen because it was developed by the
same research group that created IMa2, and therefore, both programs presumably rely on the same model of coalescence with
identical parameter deﬁnition. This is in line with our purpose of
testing, the IMa2 estimation program for the case in which the
coalescent model used for the estimation analyses meets the IM
model assumptions. For all following simulations, the software
SIMDIV was thus used, along with samples of 40 sequences per
population, except for those analyses that speciﬁcally tested the
eﬀect of sample size on the accuracy of the estimations. For comparing among the four tested demographic models, each with or
without gene ﬂow, we generated data sets of ﬁve loci, each with an
identical mutation rate. Finally, Model 3 without gene ﬂow was
chosen for additional simulations in order to evaluate the impact
of (i) the number of loci (5, 10, 20 loci), (ii) the sample sizes (10,
40, 100 sequences per population), and (iii) the upper bounds of
the prior distributions (see below) on the parameter estimates. We
chose Model 3 because we obtained the best estimations under its
associated demographic conditions, during the previous analysis
steps.
For each set of parameter values tested, we simulated at least
ten data sets for analysis with IMa2, but most of the times twenty
to ﬁfty sets were simulated and analysed. The Hasegawa-KishinoYano (HKY) model of nucleotide substitution (Hasegawa, Kishino
& Yano 1985) was used in all simulations, and, for convenience,
all loci shared the same mutation rate. Note that the base model
used by Strasburg & Rieseberg (2010, 2011), from which diﬀerent
types of deviations were derived, included a parameter ϑ four times
larger than the divergence time t, which makes it similar to the situation of Model 3 in this study. In Becquet & Przeworski (2009), t
was twice as large as ϑ, which resulted in an intermediate situation
between our Models 1 and 2.
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Fig. 1. Four models, each implemented in the presence or absence of gene ﬂow, used here to simulate DNA sequences for the purpose of evaluating
the inference of demographic parameters under an Isolation–Migration model. All model parameters are standardized by the mutation rate l: the
standardized migration rate m = m/l, the standardized divergence time t = lt, and the classic population parameter ϑ = 4 N l, where 2N is the population size (number of gene copies).

IMA2 ANALYSES

All analyses were performed with the software IMa2, version 12.17.09
or 10.13.10 (https://bio.cst.temple.edu/~hey/software/software.htm#
IM). To ensure convergence among MCMC runs, each data set was
analysed three times under the exact same conditions but with diﬀerent
random number seeds. We then checked whether we obtained similar
parameter estimates among runs. Each run included between 40 and
120 MCMC chains with geometric heating and lasted at least 2 million
steps after a burn-in of 100 000 steps. As recommended in the manual,
the number of MCMC chains per run or/and the number of steps per
chain was/were raised until all analyses resulted in eﬀective sample size
(ESS) values for all parameters above 50 (with ESS values >10 000 in
most cases), indicating a good mixing of MCMC chains and good coverage of genealogy/parameter space. In most analyses, maximum values for the prior ranges were set to tmax = 100, ϑmax = 100, and mmax = 1.
For evaluating the inﬂuence of the prior distribution on the estimations, analyses were also run with these maximum values divided by 2
or multiplied by 25. The nucleotide substitution model was set to
HKY, the one used for all simulations.

STATISTICAL COMPARISONS

For comparing the mean estimates inferred with the simulated data
from the three simulation programs tested, we ﬁrst determined whether
the estimated values conformed to a normal distribution (Shapiro and
Wilk normality test) and that the variances around the means of the

estimates were homogeneously distributed (homoscedasticity; Bartlett’s test). When one or both conditions were not met, we applied a
square-root transformation of the data and conducted the same two
tests on the transformed values. If both conditions were met (either on
the original values or on the square-root transformations), we conducted a one-way ANOVA, followed by a Tukey’s HSD (Honest Signiﬁcant Diﬀerence) test for pairwise comparison of simulation programs.
Otherwise, we applied a Kruskal–Wallis nonparametric test (analysis
of variance by ranks), followed by the multiple comparison test
‘kruskalmc’ (implemented in the R-package pgirmess), with a signiﬁcance level of 005. All statistical analyses were conducted in the R environment (R Core Team 2014).

Results
The three MCMC runs conducted with IMa2 on each data set
resulted each time in very similar estimates, indicating strong
convergence among runs. Additional runs were therefore never
needed in our analyses. Point estimates, along with their estimated 95% highest posterior density interval (hereafter
referred to as credible interval; CI), are graphically displayed
in Figs 2–4, or summarized in Tables 2 and 3 (for results
graphically displayed in Figs S3 and S4). While we obtained
estimates for up to ﬁfty IMa2 analyses (each for a diﬀerent simulated data set) per set of conditions tested, we present only ten
estimates per set on each graph for clarity; it appears suﬃcient
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Fig. 2. Divergence time estimates obtained from DNA sequences simulated under Model 1, with and without migration, with three diﬀerent simulation programs. Point estimates are presented along with their 95% highest posterior density interval (referred to as the credible interval in the text). A
grey line indicates the true value of the parameter (i.e., the value implemented in the model for simulating the sequences), and dashed lines delimit the
range of the prior distribution for that parameter. Estimates are provided for two diﬀerent sample sizes (n = 10 and 40 per population).

to characterize the variation among estimates. However, full
results are detailed in Supporting information (Tables S2–S6).
COMPARING SIMULATION PROGRAMS

We compared parameter estimates obtained from sequence
data sets generated with all three simulation programs (Figs 2,
S1 and S2 and Table S1). Divergence time estimates are clearly
better when no migration has occurred between the two populations, and increasing the number of sampled sequences (from
10 to 40) improves them in many cases (Fig. 2). When migration does occur and the number of sequences per population is
restricted to 10, most analyses result in extremely large CIs,
spanning almost the entire prior range, and the position of the
estimate is often simply located in the middle of this interval,
suggesting there is too little historical signal within the data to
gain any valuable information. For ϑ parameters, the estimates
for the ancestral population are non-informative (large CIs)
but are reasonably good for the two daughter populations.
The examination of estimates of migration rates reveals a general trend of overestimation.
Surprisingly, aside from the general trends discussed above,
estimates from data sets generated with diﬀerent simulation
programs appear quite diﬀerent. The diﬀerence between estimates obtained from sequences generated with SIMDIV and
those generated with the two other computer programs is in
most cases large and statistically signiﬁcant (P-value <005),
while no signiﬁcant diﬀerence is observed between MS and
Simcoal 2, (Table S1, S7 and S8). These diﬀerences are
observed with sample sizes of 10 and 40, and with or without
gene ﬂow between populations. Estimates of divergence time

obtained from SIMDIV sequences display much shorter CIs,
but are often biased towards values lower than the true value
(grey line on the graphs), which is not included in the CI
(Fig. 2). For ϑ, estimates for the daughter populations are
reasonably close to the true value when obtained from
sequences generated with Simcoal 2 and MS, but are largely
underestimated when obtained from sequences generated with
SIMDIV (Fig. S1); ϑ estimates for the ancestral population
(qanc), however, are always poor, whatever program was used
to simulate the sequences (Fig. S1). Conversely, migration
rates are most often similarly estimated with sequences generated by the three simulation programs, and we found
improved estimates for larger data sets (n = 40) in all cases
(Table 1; Fig. S2). In general, IMa2 often underestimates
parameter values when used on SIMDIV data sets (in more
than 60% of the cases; otherwise true value included in credible interval), most clearly for two parameters, divergence time
and ϑ for the ancestral population, when there is no migration
between them (n = 40 and n = 10), or in the presence of gene
ﬂow (when n = 40).
COMPARING PARAMETER ESTIMATES AMONG MODELS

Comparison of estimates for the four parameters (tdiv, ϑ, ϑanc,
and m) across demographic models reveals strong variation
among models (Table 2). To evaluate these estimates, we focus
on (i) the distance between them and the true value (i.e. absolute error), (ii) the inclusion of the latter in the CIs, and (iii) the
range of the CIs. We try hereafter to deﬁne the best demographic conditions for the estimations, separately for each
parameter (Table 1).
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Fig. 3. Estimates of three demographic parameters obtained by analysing samples of 10, 40 or 100 DNA sequences per population, generated by
simulations along Model 3 without migration. Point estimates are presented along with their 95% highest posterior density interval (referred to as
the credible interval or CI in the text). A grey line indicates the true value of the parameter, and dashed lines delimit the range of the prior distribution
for that parameter.

As already hinted in the previous section (comparing simulation programs with Model 1), divergence time is best estimated
when no migration occurs between the two populations (Fig. 2
and Table 2). With inferences from sequences generated under
Model 2, relatively good estimates are obtained in most cases
in the absence of migration, but are associated with the largest
CIs (almost identical to the prior ranges). In general, point estimates appear closest to the true value with Model 3. For
Models 1, 3 and 4, estimates are associated with small CIs that,
however, never include the true value. In the presence of migration, IMa2 poorly infers divergence time on sequences generated under Model 3 (estimates far from the true value and
associated with very large CIs) and better performs on
sequences generated under Model 1 (estimates often close to
the true value and associated with short CIs). Relatively
shorter CIs are also associated with Model 2, although point
estimates are systematically much smaller than the true value
in that case. Overall, divergence times are best estimated under
conditions of Model 1 in the presence of gene ﬂow.
Focusing on migration rate m (Table 2, and Fig. S3B),
estimates are worse in the presence of gene ﬂow, as they

are generally more distant from the true value and associated with much larger CIs. Sequences generated under
Models 3 and 1 appear to provide better estimates in this
case. When migration is implemented in the model, much
more variation is observed among estimates of m. In that
case, Model 1 seems to oﬀer the best data sets for estimation in terms of approaching the true value, of providing
shorter CIs, and of generating consistent results. On the
contrary, Model 4 provided the worst estimates on all these
accounts. It is worth noting that all estimates from
sequences generated under demographic models that did
not implement migration (m = 0) included the true value of
zero in the associated CI, while most estimates from
sequences generated under models including migration
(m = 005) did not include zero in their associated CI. For
sequences generated under a model implementing migration, the true value is almost always included in the credible
interval of the estimates, although the range of this interval
can be quite large.
For parameter ϑ, sequences simulated under Model 2
(m = 0 or 005) and under Model 4 without migration
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Fig. 4. Estimates of three demographic parameters obtained by analysing DNA sequences generated by simulations along Model 3 without migration, using three diﬀerent prior distribution ranges. Point estimates are presented along with their 95% highest posterior density interval (referred to
as the credible interval or CI in the text). A grey line indicates the true value of the parameter, and dashed lines delimit the range of the prior distribution for that parameter.

(m = 0) seem to provide the best estimates (point estimate
closest to true value; Table 2 and Fig. S3C). Here, diﬀerences in estimates between models with and without migration are much less obvious than with the two other
parameters (tdiv and m). Note that, for all models, the true
value is systematically underestimated (only two exceptions

out of eighty estimates). Also, in the cases with migration,
Model 1 and 4 (in which ϑ and tdiv are relatively similar)
oﬀer conditions under which the estimated CI is larger but
includes more often the true value. Finally, the parameter ϑ
for the ancestral population (ϑanc) is generally poorly estimated compared to that of the daughter populations,

Table 1. summary of best demographic conditions to estimate four demographic parameters, taking into account the position of point estimate and
credible interval (CI) relative to true values, and size of CI

tdiv

m
ϑ
ϑanc

Models with Migration

Models without migration

Estimates: Model 1 > 2 > 4 > 3
CI: Model 2 (often include true value) and 1 (small intervals never
include true value), 4 and 3 (maximum intervals)
Estimates: Model 1 > 3, 2 > 4
CI: Model 1 > 3, 2 > 4
Estimates: Model 2, 4 > 1 > 3
CI: Model 2, 4 (larger ranges but includes true value more often)
> Model 1, 3
Estimates: Model 2, 3 > 1 > 4
CI: Model 3 (includes 0 less often), 2 > 1 > 4

Estimates: Model 3 > 4, 2 > 1
CI: Model 3 > 4,1 (small intervals never include true value)
> Model 2 (very large intervals, always include true value)
Estimates: Model 3, 1 > 4, 2
CI: Model 3, 1 > 2, 4
Estimates: Model 2, 4 > 1, 3
CI: Model 2, 4 > 1, 3
Estimates: Model 2, 4 > 1 > 3
CI: Model 2 > 4 > 1 > 3

Divergence time, tdiv; migration rate, m; daughter population eﬀective sizes, ϑ; ancestral population eﬀective size, ϑanc; >: generally associated with
better results than.
© 2015 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution © 2015 British Ecological Society, Methods in Ecology and Evolution
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Table 2. Quality of parameter estimates under the four diﬀerent demographic models

m=0
tdiv
ϑ
ϑanc

m

Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI
Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI
Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI
Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI

m = 05
tdiv
ϑ
ϑanc

m

Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI
Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI
Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI
Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI

Model 1
ϑ = 20, tdiv = 20

Model 2
ϑ = 5, tdiv = 20

Model 3
ϑ = 20, tdiv = 5

Model 4
ϑ = 5, tdiv = 5

631 
518 
0
505 
647 
02
1638 
939 
0
0009 
00272 
1

1075 
9522 
1
116 
232 
05
482 
2202 
1
00155 
00462 
1

130 
116 
0
553 
681 
02
1968 
129 
0
0009 
00272 
1

168 
222 
0
109 
245 
05
334 
445 
02
00204 
00605 
1

104
072
127
035
146
309
00013
00037

724
088
060
023
178
119
0004
00109

032
010
176
068
008
013
00013
00037

029
033
056
022
055
128
00019
00057

Model 1
ϑ = 20, tdiv = 20

Model 2
ϑ = 5, tdiv = 20

Model 3
ϑ = 20, tdiv = 5

Model 4
ϑ = 5, tdiv = 5

572 
3317 
03
345 
766 
06
1371 
2163 
03
00205 
01023 
1

3081 
9479 
06
148 
222 
01
736 
2366 
1
00484 
01679 
1

107 
1539 
06
515 
741 
03
541 
2377 
07
0045 
01558 
1

2080 
8903 
09
143 
306 
07
1903 
7208 
09
00695 
02007 
09

204
4297
180
093
461
2319
00179
00243

196
271
045
020
025
016
00419
00509

135
940
144
052
271
1553
00395
00544

1751
3019
073
038
1646
2972
00748
01191

Parameters: tdiv = divergence time, ϑ = population parameter, ϑanc = ancestral population parameter, m = migration rate; mean error = average
diﬀerence between true value and estimated value, SD = standard deviation, mean CI range = average range of credible interval, true value in CI =
proportion of estimates for which the CI includes the true value.

although Model 2 (m = 0 or 005) and Model 3 (m = 005)
seem to oﬀer the best conditions for its estimation.
IMPACT OF THE AMOUNT OF DATA ON THE ESTIMATION

Number of loci
We investigated how much estimates could be improved by
analysing an increasing number of loci (5, 10, 20; Table 3, Fig.
S4). Overall, slightly shorter intervals, and lower variation
among estimates, are obtained by increasing the number of loci
to 10, then to 20. Surprisingly, the bias observed for tdiv and ϑ
(estimates lower than the true value) remains when analysing
more loci. In contrast, the accuracy of the migration rate estimate increases when analysing data sets including more loci,
both by reducing the length of the CIs and by approaching the
true value.
Sample size
We also studied the eﬀect of increasing the number of sampled
sequences from 10 to 40 and 100 on parameter estimation
(Fig. 3). No improvement was detected in the estimation of tdiv
when increasing the number of sampled sequences, probably

because the estimation in these conditions (Model 3, m = 0) is
already satisfactory with 10 sequences per population. However, we already demonstrated how increasing the number of
sequences can improve the estimate of tdiv if the initial estimation (i.e. from only 10 sampled sequences per population) is
poor, as evidenced by a large CI (Model 1, Fig. 2). Like
increasing the number of loci, increasing the number of
sequences increases the accuracy of point estimates of m and
reduces the CIs around the estimates for both parameters ϑ
and m. However, the number of ϑ estimates for which the CI
includes the true value decreases, reaching zero with n = 100.
IMPACT OF PRIOR DISTRIBUTION ON THE ESTIMATION

Finally, we veriﬁed if the size of the prior range of a parameter
may inﬂuence its estimation. In general, the prior distribution
had little eﬀect on the estimate itself. However, in some cases,
we observed that the size of the prior range and that of the CI
are correlated (Fig. 4; see also Figs S5–S8 for typical posterior
distributions). This was most striking with parameter tdiv,
where making the prior range wider has clearly increased the
size of the credible interval. While the interval never included
the true value with the shortest tested prior, it always did with
the largest one. A similar trend, much less pronounced, is
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Table 3. Quality of parameter estimates when increasing the number of loci (n = 5, 10, 20), under Model 3 (ϑ = 20, tdiv = 5) without migration
(m = 0)
5 loci
Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI
Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI
Mean error  SD
Mean CI range  SD
True value in CI

tdiv
ϑ

m

130 
116 
0
553 
681 
01
00090 
00272 
10

10 loci
032
010
176
068
00013
00365

136 
088 
0
542 
506 
01
00044 
00152 
10

20 loci
020
003
144
036
00003
00007

136 
072 
0
491 
391 
0
00025 
00118 
10

014
001
056
010
00005
00004

Parameters: tdiv = divergence time, ϑ = population parameter, m = migration rate; mean error = average diﬀerence between true value and estimated value, SD = standard deviation, mean CI range = average range of credible interval, true value in CI = proportion of estimates for which the
CI includes the true value.

observed for the ϑ parameter. The most negative inﬂuence of
an increased prior range is observed for the migration parameter m, where not only the size of the CI increased but also the
CI less often included the true value.

multiple simulation programs in any study relying on simulated sequence data.

Discussion

Effect of model parameters

The IM model represents a major improvement for investigating demographic hypotheses in the presence of gene ﬂow.
Attempting to identify the best conditions under which we can
infer demographic parameters with DNA sequences under the
IM model framework, we cannot point to a single best historical scenario. Rather, diﬀerences in estimate quality among
models varied largely among demographic parameters (divergence time, population sizes, gene ﬂow) and among data sets
(various sampling size, number of loci).

It appears that the best model conditions for estimating
demographic parameters vary with the type of parameter
(divergence time, migration rate or ϑ). Focusing on divergence
time, the best estimates are associated with sequences simulated under a model that implements recent population divergence and no migration between populations (Model 3). In the
absence of migration, poorer estimates seem to be associated
with large divergence times (Models 1 and 2). However, while
estimates under Model 2 have the largest CIs (almost similar to
priors), they are occasionally very good. Because a large divergence time (relative to ϑ) is expected to result in complete lineage sorting between populations, it is possible that the level of
shared ancestral polymorphism between the diverging populations is in fact informative for the purpose of inferring their
time of divergence; thus, when complete lineage sorting is
reached, which occurs with the highest probability in Model 2,
the method is able to rely solely on the genetic distance separating the two populations to estimate the parameter, which could
explain why the estimation is less accurate. Indeed, one of the
beneﬁts of the IM model is that it considers both gene ﬂow and
ancestral polymorphism to account for shared alleles among
populations.
When migration does occur, estimating divergence time
appears to be more diﬃcult. With a recent divergence time
(Models 3 and 4), the estimates appear in most cases widely different from the true value (2–3 times larger than the true value;
Table 2). However, these estimates are associated with credible
intervals spanning almost the entire prior range, so that the
user can recognize that these estimates are unreliable. When
the time of divergence is relatively large (Models 1 and 2),
estimates are usually associated with shorter CIs, giving the
illusion of better estimates, but are often far away from the true
value. This is especially true for Model 2, for which the true
value is systematically strongly underestimated, while in about

COMPARING SIMULATION PROGRAMS

One ﬁnding highlighted in the course of our investigation was
the major diﬀerences observed among the outputs of the three
tested simulation programs. Data generated by SIMDIV
appeared signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from those produced by the
two other programs, Simcoal and ms. This suggests a possible
error in SIMDIV’s code, which could explain the smaller CIs
and the more systematically biased estimates (towards lower
values) of divergence time (Fig. 2) or ancestral ϑ (Fig. S1)
inferred from the sequences simulated by this program.
Although the absolute values of the estimates may therefore be
biased, the diﬀerences among models, number of loci, number
of sequences and prior ranges should still be informative for
the general trends discussed here.
SIMDIV was initially developed to produce data sets under
the IM model and test the performance of a method estimating
divergence parameters (Wang & Hey 2010). It has been further
used in other studies, for example, to assess performances of
diﬀerent versions of IMa2 (Strasburg & Rieseberg 2010; Choi
& Hey 2011), or to discriminate potential scenarios of divergence (Jackson & Austin 2012; Salas-Lizana et al. 2012).
Given the diﬀerences highlighted in this study among simulation programs, we strongly recommend the comparison of

ESTIMATING PERFORMANCES OF THE IMA2 PROGRAM
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40% of the cases, even the range of the CI is far from the true
value (upper limit set to ≤10 while the true value is 20).
In the absence of migration, estimation of migration rate
(true value m = 0) seems slightly better when ϑ is large
(Models 1 and 3) compared to the divergence time. While the
migration parameter is clearly more diﬃcult to estimate in
the presence of migration, two optimistic observations can be
drawn from our results. First, the true value is almost always
included in the inferred credible interval, whatever the model
considered, even in the presence of migration. Second, if the
migration rate m is ≥005 (corresponding to a migration rate
m of 000005 if the mutation rate l is 103), the method is
capable in most cases of discriminating between a model with
or without migration, since the credible interval usually does
not include the value 0 where migration was implemented in
the model.
In contrast with the divergence time parameter discussed
above, ϑ is best estimated when the divergence time is long and
ϑ is small (Model 2). In this case, the level of incomplete lineage
sorting would indeed be expected to be irrelevant for the inference, since the estimated parameter characterizes the property
of a single population, regardless of the state of the other. If
the lineage sorting among populations is complete, which is
more likely the case in Model 2 without migration than in
other demographic conditions, the sequence diversity observed
in one population is directly related to its parameter ϑ. If
migration does occur, then the sequence diversity within one
population also depends on what occurs in the other population. Because the divergence time is long, it should be easier to
identify those sequences that are migrants than in the case of a
recent split, and therefore to base the estimation only on those
sequences that have not migrated from the other population.
Note, however, that sequences generated under Model 2 do
not allow for a better estimation of the migration rate (see
above), which appears to contradict this explanation. In the
case of Model 3, the occurrence of incomplete lineage sorting
could be explained either by a recent divergence time (i.e. small
relative to ϑ) or by migration. When migration occurs, we have
seen that inferring migration rates becomes diﬃcult. Thus, the
method probably struggles with separating the two alternative
interpretations. This may explain the less reliable estimates of ϑ
when confronted with a relatively small divergence time.
Finally, estimates of ϑanc are poor in general, probably revealing a general lack of information in sequence data for inferring
this parameter, although larger divergence times relative to ϑ
(Model 2 and 4) seem to induce better estimates for this parameter as well, probably for the same reason as those discussed
for ϑ.
Overall, the performance of the IM model seems to depend
on whether migration among the studied populations is strong.
For example, someone studying two populations of a species
characterized by a small ability to migrate and separated by a
major geographic barrier (e.g. some species of snail located on
two distant islands) could presume the absence of migration
between them. In that case, relatively good estimates for the
divergence time between the two populations can be expected,
even more so with recent divergence times (i.e. relative to the
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population eﬀective size). On the other hand, in the case of a
much more mobile organism (e.g. some species of migratory
birds), strong migration rates are expected, which will probably preclude the possibility to get a reliable estimate of divergence time, although population size, or even migration rates
can probably still be somewhat estimated if larger data sets are
used (see below).
Effect of sample size, number of loci and prior distributions
For any empirical phylogeographic study, because time and
ﬁnancial resources are limited, it is interesting to predict the
additional information that can be gained by adding extra
sequences or loci to an existing data set, or simply to determine the required number of sequences and loci for a new
study, to answer a speciﬁc evolutionary question. We have
found that the expected gain by adding sampled sequences or
loci will vary greatly from case to case, and the best way to
answer this question for a speciﬁc project is probably to perform a simulation study like ours with a demographic model
designed speciﬁcally for that study. Nonetheless, some general
trends can be derived from our results. Whatever the estimated parameter, if the credible interval around an estimate
is large, increasing the number of sequences or loci should
help to reduce its range. For divergence time and ϑ, it may
not improve their accuracy however (because the same bias is
maintained when increasing the number of loci and sequence).
For migration rate, it should both reduce the range of the
credible interval and improve the accuracy of the estimate
(i.e. the CI will more likely include the true value). Overall, a
data set of ﬁve loci appears suﬃcient for estimating demographic parameters in many situations, and increasing the
number of loci beyond that point may not always be worth it.
Note that Felsenstein (2006) has already investigated the
impact of sample size and number of loci on parameter estimates, but under a simpler model of coalescence (single population). He inferred that the accuracy of maximum likelihood
estimates increased rather slowly with sample size, while analysing multiple loci (rather than a single locus) strongly
improved the estimates. In our study, increasing sample size
from 10 to 40 sequences per population also improved the
estimates strongly, probably due to the more complex model
of population evolution that was investigated. Finally, we
have found, not surprisingly, that increasing the range of the
prior distribution of a parameter can increase the range of its
posterior distribution, most conspicuously that of the estimated divergence time. In the cases we investigated here, it
had no impact on the accuracy of the estimates however. It is
then recommended to work with a small prior distribution,
whenever possible (i.e. when historical information outside
the analysed sequence data set is available).

Conclusion
Although it is clear in the light of our results that the best
demographic conditions to estimate one parameter can diﬀer
widely from those to estimate another, our ﬁndings should be
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useful for analysing empirical data. They ﬁrst suggest the
method is more appropriate to infer parameters from populations that remained completely isolated from each other since
the split of their ancestral population, either because the organisms are characterized by a low capacity to disperse, or in the
presence of a strong barrier to gene ﬂow. Another important
ﬁnding is that, in most demographic conditions (at least within
the boundaries of the IM model), IMa2 appears reliable for
discriminating between presence and absence of migration,
although when migration does occur, estimating its extent
should be more challenging. Other simulation studies have
suggested that the same inference is more diﬃcult when
sequence data do not conform to the IM model, for example,
when speciation takes place in an allopatric geographic setting
with post-divergence gene ﬂow or for a sympatric divergence
with no current gene ﬂow (Becquet & Przeworski 2009; Strasburg & Rieseberg 2011).
Finally, it is important to stress that all estimates presented
in this study were inferred from an ideal situation, in which the
model that generated the sequence data is identical to that generating the estimates. For this reason, the quality of these estimates should probably be considered as the best that can be
obtained from DNA sequences, since empirical data are generated by much more complex systems. Becquet & Przeworski
(2009) and Strasburg & Rieseberg (2010) have previously
shown, even though they considered only a fraction of the
parameter space investigated here, that deviating from the IM
model when simulating the data can result in lower quality of
estimates, depending on the model assumption being violated
(with some deviations only slightly inﬂuencing the estimates).
Assuming that the versions of the program IMa2 we used did
not contain any major bug, we can consider the quality of the
estimates presented here to reﬂect the limitation of the method
in general and of the historical information contained in DNA
sequence data.
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Fig. S1. Theta (ϑ) estimates obtained from DNA sequences simulated
under Model 1, with and without migration, with three diﬀerent simulation programs, for daughter (q) and ancestral (qanc) populations.
Fig. S2. Migration rate estimates obtained from DNA sequences simulated under Model 1, with and without migration, with three diﬀerent
simulation programs.
Fig. S3. Estimates of diﬀerent demographic parameters (A. standardized divergence time, B. standardized migration rate, C. ϑ, and D. ϑanc)
obtained by analyzing DNA sequences (n = 40 per population) generated by simulations along the models depicted in Figure 1.
Fig. S4. Estimates of three demographic parameters obtained by analyzing DNA sequences from 5, 10 or 20 loci, generated by simulations
along Model 3 without migration.
Fig. S5. Posterior distributions of estimated divergence time (t0), provided for 5 diﬀerent analyses (chosen randomly among 10–25 runs) for
each of the three priors (p1, p1/2, p2.5) used when evaluating eﬀect of
the extent of the prior range on the estimation.
Fig. S6. Posterior distributions of estimated theta for the two daughter
populations, q0 and q1, given for ﬁve diﬀerent analyses (chosen randomly among the 10–25 runs) for each of the three priors (p1, p1/2,
p2.5) used when evaluating eﬀect of the extent of the prior range on the
estimation.
Fig. S7. Posterior distributions of estimated theta for the ancestral populations, q2, are given for ﬁve diﬀerent analyses (chosen randomly
among the 10–25 runs) for each of the three priors (p1, p1/2, p2.5) used
when evaluating eﬀect of the extent of the prior range on the estimation.
Fig. S8. Posterior distributions of estimated migration rate, here m0,
are given for ﬁve diﬀerent analyses (chosen randomly among the 10–25
runs) for each of the three priors (p1, p1/2, p2.5) used when evaluating
eﬀect of the extent of the prior range on the estimation.
Table S1. Results from non-parametric multiple comparisons of IMa2
estimates obtained for datasets (n = 10 or 40) generated with the three
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diﬀerent simulation programs (SIMDIV, Simcoal and ms) with the
Kruskall–Wallis statistical test.
Table S2. Full results from IMa2 analyses on ﬁve loci datasets (n = 10
or 40 sequences) simulated under Model 1 with SIMDIV, Simcoal and
ms a. without or b. with migration for sampling size of 10 (a. and b.) or
40 sequences (c.); all parameter estimates are given along with their estimated 95% highest posterior density interval, HPDHI (highest limit)
and HPDL (lower limit).
Table S3. Full results from IMa2 analyses on ﬁve loci datasets simulated under Model 1–4 with SIMDIV a. without and b. With migration; all parameter estimates are given along with their estimated 95%
highest posterior density interval, HPDHI (highest limit) and HPDL
(lower limit).
Table S4. Full results from IMa2 analyses on various multilocus datasets (5, 10 or 20 loci) simulated with SIMDIV under Model 3 without
migration; all parameter estimates are given along with their estimated
95% highest posterior density interval, HPDHI (highest limit) and
HPDL (lower limit).
Table S5. Full results from IMa2 analyses on ﬁve loci datasets simulated with SIMDIV under Model 3, for which upper bound of the prior
distributions is set to tmax = 100, ϑmax = 100 and mmax = 1, or these maximum values divided by 2 or multiplied by 2.5; all parameter estimates
are given along with their estimated 95% highest posterior density
interval, HPDHI (highest limit) and HPDL (lower limit).
Table S6. Full results from IMa2 analyses on ﬁve loci datasets (n = 10,
40, or 100 sequences per population) simulated with Simdiv under
Model 3; all parameter estimates are given along with their estimated
95% highest posterior density interval, HPDHI (highest limit) and
HPDL (lower limit).
Table S7. Results from the Shapiro–Wilk normality test comparing
estimates from datasets generated with diﬀerent simulation programs
(SIMDIV, Simcoal and ms) either on original estimates (c) or after
square-root transformation (sq.r (c)).
Table S8. Results from the test of homogeneity of variances (Bartlett
test) comparing estimates from datasets generated by diﬀerent simulation programs (SIMDIV, Simcoal and ms), either conducted on original estimates or after a square-root transformation.
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